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Common template for poster abstracts 

Poster title (English/French) (Font: Calibri 12pts) 
First author1*, Second author2, Third author3... (Calibri 10pts)  

1Organization 1, City, Country. 
2Organization 2, City, Country. 
3Organization 3, City, Country. 

_____________________ 

Abstract in English 

This paragraph uses the layout format to be respected for the abstracts of the posters 
presented at the annual seminar 2022 of LabEx DRIIHM. You will first submit this abstract to 
the Direction of your OHM who will validate the submission before sending it to us by June 
1st 2022. These abstracts will be published in the event brochure and on the DRIIHM 
seminar website. (Calibri 11pts) 

Abstract in French : Idem 

If Bulleted list 

• List 1 
• List 2 
• List 3 

Please respect the following recommendations: 

- The poster should be written in English 
- The abstracts should be written in English and in French: 15-20 lines each maximum; 
- Abstract font: Calibri 11 pt for the text (Normal style) ; Title in Calibri 12 pt and « authors » 
in Calibri 10 pt. 
- File name: Poster_ Name of first author.odt or Poster_Name of first author.doc 
 

Selected posters should be submitted in PDF format by June 13, 2022 (if possible) to: 
Corinne Pardo -  corinne.pardo@univ-amu.fr  

Each author will come to the seminar with his/her printed poster. 

The posters will be published, after agreement, on the LabEx website after the seminar. 
They will also be integrated in the DRIIHM-HAL collection and a DOI will be assigned to 
them. 
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Poster instructions 

Instructions for the paper format 

• A0 format (840 mm x 1189 mm) in portrait mode (vertical) 
• If possible, provide a hanging system for fixing the grids 
• Presentation of the poster:  

- If possible, choose Helvetica or Calibri font and avoid using multiple fonts in the 
document; 

- Use a font size that is readable at 4-5 m: for example, 90 to 100 for the title, and do not 
go below 24 for the text; 

- Title in " Calibri bold " or " Helvetica bold " 90 pt (on average). You can go down to 60 pt. 

- Authors' names and affiliation in " Calibri regular " or " Helvetica regular " 38 to 42 pt 

- Color Title and authors: White if the background color allows it otherwise Black 

- Use bold type to emphasize a part of the text (not underlined type);  

- Insert the appropriate banners at the top and bottom of your poster:  
o The bottom banner is attached in two separate formats (it contains the logos of 

Labex, CNRS, PIA (bottom of the poster). 
o The top banner will be a 13 cm high band in the color of your OHM (the same of the 

technical sheet Cf. below). At the bottom right of this band, your OHM's logo + any other 
logo you deem necessary.  
 

One color per OHM 

Caribbean Coast: Turquoise blue: R16 V55 B87 
Estarreja: Light green C-47 M-19 J-100 N-0 

Fessenheim: Grey C-25 M-20 D-5 N-50 
Haut-Vicdessos Pyrenees: Dark green C-87 M-16 D-69 N-49 

Mediterranean coastal Zone: Blue C-76 M-36 J-10 N-0 
Nunavik: Purple C-45 M-91 J-00 N-00 
Oyapock: Red C-0 M-100 J-100 N-17 

Pays de Bitche: Khaki green C-68 M-41 J-87 N-35 
Patagonia Bahia Exploradores: Ice Blue (Pantone 7458C): C-40 M-0 J-5 N-6 

Pima County: Blue green: C-55 M-0 J-23 N-27 
Provence coalfield: Red C-27 M-87 J-73 N-27 
Rhone Valley: Royal Blue: C-100 M-13 J-0 N-0 

Tessekere : Orange : C-0 M-50 J-100 N-0 
InterOHM/DRIIHM: Green C-58 M-0 J-100 N-30 
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